
Art exhibition



My Badly Behaved Brain 

Helen Butler

My Badly Behaved Brain: This is a pencil sketch of 

my CT scan that I had done to map out the 

placement of the intercranial electrodes for the 

SEEG test. This was to find out the exact location 

where my seizures originated. The scar tissue was 

on the right hand side of the brain. Seven months 

after this test I went for the brain surgery, which 

was successful.



Electricity

Helen Butler 

Electricity: This is an abstract, neurographic piece of 

work done in felt tip pen. It represents the electrical 

activity that manifests in the brain during a seizure. 

The colour purple is used to represent epilepsy. The 

fine details show the patterns of the neurons in the 

brain. 



Seahorse cognition

Helen Butler

Cognition: This is a seahorse made from cracklepaste and 

cogs and finished with watercolour paint. All of my work tells 

the story of my journey through the recovery from brain 

surgery and the testing phase. I had my hippocampus and 

right temporal lobe removed to control my epileptic seizures. 

The  hippocampus is a seahorse-shaped part of the brain 

responsible for forming memories. This is what this piece 

represents and it was done to mark the one year post 

operative cognitive functioning test which went very well! 



Do what makes you happy

Khushboo shah

Stop worrying about other people understanding you. 

Focus on what makes you happy, what makes your 

soul feel at peace. You are your biggest commitment, 

so start loving your flaws, your awkwardness, your 

weirdness, your intensity, your vulnerability, your 

everything.

You will never influence the world by trying to be like 

it! If outside validation is your only source of nourish, 

you will be hungry for the rest of your like

So don't trade your authenticity for approval. Life 

becomes so much more fulfilling when you are just 

simply yourself!



SOUL YMAKASA

田代 武裕

I wanted to draw the Hakata yamagasa powerfully on the 

campus, and drew and drew it vigorously. This yamagasa

painted a yamakasa which is decorated in Hakozaki

hachimangu shrine in Fukuoka. I drew a strong spirit of 

Hakata's men in yamagasa.



I wrote Fukusuke purchased in Amazon. I noticed 

the color of Fukusuke's kimono and the color of 

facial expression. In the back, the koban in 

Japan is falling and the title is kairunsyufufuku in 

Japanese, and it has an auspicious meaning that 

signifies the opening and ending prosperity and 

business prosperity.

KAIUNNSYOUFUKU FUKUSUKE
（Good luck! FUKUSUKE）

田代 武裕



This is a famous seeser in Okinawa Prefecture in 

Kyushu. In Okinawa Prefecture, there is a meaning of 

"bliss" as "Guardian deity". It was strong enough to 

draw from the campus. The image of the 

chrysanthemum of the chrysanthemum was moved 

to the back.

RED SHISA

田代 武裕



Mercy Serroa

Hello, My name is Mercy Serroa, and my daughter, Daisy Serroa has 

epilepsy and is been treated by Dr. Nirmal Surya, from mumbai, 

India. Thanking all of you for giving us opportunity to take part in this 

program

To take part in this exhibition I would like to present you my art work, 

glass painting. It is indeed my hobby to some creative art work. Very 

often I do painting and some handicraft work, one of my best work is 

glass painting. By glass I do mean any glass, glass bottles, which is 

often thrown in garbage after its use. I use acrylic paint to paint this 

glass bottles, which usually is beer or wine bottle with some 

beautiful designs which could be used as flower pots. This way I don't 

throw the bottle in Dustin and I don't buy a flower pot to decorate my 

home.



Tannkann

川島英明



Brain on fire

Sarah Brown

Piece 1. Title: Shame (Image-black with zippers)

´This piece is supposed to feel ugly, lonely, plagued, and 

silenced.

´My first memories with sharing about Epilepsy was that 

there was a consequence if you shared.

´I always seemed to be more of a liability, I didn’t belong.

´There are little resources in the community for Epilepsy

´Like many other disorders there isn’t a portrayal in media 

of someone living well with epilepsy.

´I learned YOU DON’T TALK ABOUT EPILEPSY!



Lost within

Sarah Brown

Piece 2. Title: Lost Within (Image-medicine bottles)

´People with Epilepsy commonly experience multiple 

medication changes throughout their journey with Epilepsy.

´I was always on so many medications that my eyes would 

be glazed over. I wanted to capture a sedated look.

The grey illustrates that I constantly felt numb, slow, and 

couldn’t think.

´Finding the right medication combination took time.

´I was a patient on 2 or more medications, my side affects 

were always significant. 



Shame

Sarah Brown

Piece 3. Title: Brain on Fire (Image-black with wires) 

´I chose to represent the seizure by artistically representing 

what it would look like if you could see it happening in the 

brain

´The Pipe cleaners represent the generalized seizures which 

affect the entire brain and cause the person experiencing 

the seizure to become unconscious.

´The darkness also represents the shame and stigma 

people with epilepsy go through whenever a seizure takes 

place. 



Hydrangea Fantasy

伊田隆行

I started drawing four years ago when I 

participated in the Kyoto Epilepsy Art 

Exhibition. Drawing has become my 

rehabilitation. It also gave me confidence.  

Since I cannot move freely, the world I 

draw is my imaginary world.



伊田隆行

Fuji Mountain



Bird cage

Hi, Myself Om Deepak Chaudhari . I am 13 years old. I had 

Epilepsy since I was 5 Years Old Now I have Completely 

Recovered From Epilepsy and my Medicines have been 

Stopped Because of my Activities (Yoga,Drawing,Craft and 

Music).

Mobile holder

Pen stand

Om Deepak Chaudhari



Mother Teressa

I am Devashish Bhaindarkar, 

M/29yrs & suffering from epilepsy 

since age 15.

Devashish Bhaindarkar



Bottle art design

I am Mercy Serrao, mother of Miss. Daisy A. Serrao

who is now 26yrs old and suffering from epilepsy 

with disability since the age of 1 year. 

The painting of a bottle with decoration is challenging 

from an artist point of view.

The Perfect use of empty bottles is being mastered 

by an amazing display of bottle art. Empty Bottles are 

decorated with flower impressions and a touch of 

paintings perfect for home decor and can even be 

exhibited as displays for themed Bars, Lounges, 

restaurants. I have also taught many other PWE  this 

art for the past 3 years.

Mercy Serrao



Pape bag

Mercy Serrao



Birds

Mercy Serrao



Ishan A. Rahate 1

Ishan A. Rahate Male 10year, who has been suffering from 

epilepsy since past 3 years



Ishan A. Rahate 2



Ishan A. Rahate 3



Ishan A. Rahate 4



Shed tears

Don't settle down alone. Will you shed tears and 

heal your heart?

牧京子



Relieve place

牧京子

May be the place where you feel relieved



Thank you always, mother!

Mom always thank you! Thanks to my mother, I am 

alive now.

牧京子



Yoga pic

I am Divyansiny sharma, 18 years old suffering from 

epilepsy since 7 years and under treatment of Dr Nirmal

Surya at Epilepsy Foundation since 2015. I have been doing 

Yoga since the age of 3 years and now for past 3 years 

teaching weekly yogs to PWE at Epilepsy foundation.

Divyansiny sharma



Let's have fun in the rain!

My name is AKARI, a 5-year-oldgirl with Epilepsy, and I am 

the mascot character of the epilepsy  enlightenment 

campaign in Japan.

In Japan, there is a culture of savoring the changes of the 

four seasons as an important custom rooted in the local 

community. Among them, the cloudy and rainy period from 

May to July is called "TSUYU" (East Asian rainy season). It is 

a kind of unique rainy season.

AKARI loves the scenery of hydrangea (a flower native to 

Japan) with its large pink, blue, and purple flowers. And I 

enjoy dressing up with rain goods(umbrella, raincoat, rain 

boots) even on rainy days.

AKARI



Hurt heart

Hoshi Touko

My broken heart was healed by another me. Another me is 

my ideal existence. Someday, my hurt body and mind might 

be being my ideal me. 

When I paint two persons in the paintings, I depict me and 

another me. Both of it are myself. I painted this picture as 

usual. I think no one except me could help my heart.

The reason why I became to think above was affected by my 

experience. I had had hard time when no one helped me. 

During the period, many persons denied my existence. That 

experience led me the expression that ‚I myself will help 

me‛ in this painting.



Cherry blossoms on a Full moon 
night

The Sakura blossoms in Japan are a sight to behold. This 

painting shows the beautiful pink Sakura blossoms in the 

moonlight with almost gives a divine touch to it. Sakura 

blossoms are highly climate sensitive and only bloom in the 

months of April and May. Due to the rise in temperature due 

to global warming, the Sakura blossoms have not reached 

their full bloom for the past 5 years. The blossoms 

symbolize peace and serenity and as we fight global 

warming we will be preserving this beautiful tree as well as 

what it symbolizes.

Dr. Geethika Pradeep



Joshua Morii 1

Joshua, suffers from meningitis shortly after birth and 

has sequelae of severe intellectual disability and left 

hemiplegia.

He holds a needle in his handicapped left hand and 

threads the beads one by one.

The other piece is a patchwork of what he woven on a 

table loom.  

He chose all the beads and threads. This is his art piece.



Joshua Morii 2-3



Ridha Mehndi

I am Reeda Ansari female 25years old female & working as 

a neurophysiologist at Epilepsy Foundation for the past 6 

months.

I am fond of doing Mehndi (Henna application on hand), As 

today is Eid, a Special festive occasion I did on my left hand 

yesterday. The painting shows various kinds of flower with 

the leaf. The beauty is that many kinds of flowers including 

roses can be painted together. Indian women love to have 

the painting with Mehndi on various festivals as well as 

weddings. I am a Technician recording EEG of people with 

epilepsy, I would love to teach them Mehndi.

Reeda Ansari



Mehndi

I am Ms Shradha Chaurasia female, 22 years old and 

suffering from Epilepsy for the past 3 years, i am studying in 

college and staying in a joint family and being treated at 

Epilepsy Foundation India, Mumbai. I love doing painting 

and have learned the art of applying Mehandi and indian

way of temporary tattoo or body painting.

Shradha Chaurasia



Meena Soni

I am Mrs. Meena Soni, age 56yrs and suffering 

from epilepsy since the age of 30 years. I am 

under treatment with Dr. Nirmal Surya since 2005 

and since 2007 have been attending Epilepsy 

Foundation India OPD.

I have been doing Art & Craft since my childhood 

and have been teaching many young boys & girls 

at Epilepsy Foundation for the past 2 years.

Art & Craft 



Paintings
Devashish Bhaindarkar

I am Devashish Bhaindarkar, M/29yrs & suffering from epilepsy since 

age 15.Painting has been a therapy and helped me cope through this 

disease. Dr. Surya keenly observed my interest in the same and 

suggested painting all of these historical celebrities and frame them 

at Epilepsy Foundation for people to observe and get inspired.

I started painting one by one first Isaac Newton, followed by Tony 

Greig the famous cricketer, Napoleon Bonaparte the France emperor, 

Jonty Rhodes again a Cricketer (as Indian are obsessed with cricket), 

Leonardo Da Vinci great painter who always inspired  me  & Queen 

Victoria of England.

I am happy to share some of my paintings with you all and remind my 

fellows with epilepsy to remember them & aim high in life. I am glad 

to be able to motivate others, the same way I once was 15 years ago.



Kathakali
Dr Dhanya P G

Kathakali is one of the eight classical dances of India. It is a 

performance art of the state of Kerala- God's own country located in 

south India.

The traditional themes of Kathakali are religious legends, spiritual 

ideas and folk mythologies from the Hindu epics and the puranas. The 

elements and aspects of Kathakali are taken from the ancient Sanskrit 

texts like "Natyashastra". The performance involves actors in front of a 

huge lamp "kalivilakku", supported by musicians and vocalist. It 

usually begins at dusk and goes on till day break.

It has one of the most elaborate costumes consisting of head dresses, 

face masks and faces painted in great detail. The colours for the make 

up are made from rice paste and vegetable dyes and special face 

colours depict specific characters and their nature. The actor 

communicates with the audience through mudras and eye 

movements. 

This painting has been done with acrylic colour in the traditional mural 

art style of Kerala. 



Pencil stand
Pranay Dhanesha

Hi, my name is Pranay Dhanesha, I study in Rustomjee Cambridge 

International School, in 8th Grade. I was recently diagnosed with 

Cysticercosis (a tissue infection caused by the young form of the 

pork tapeworm.), and I am currently undergoing treatment By Dr. 

Nirmal Surya. 

Here, I have made an origami pencil stand. Origami is a Japanese 

culture art that is done with the help of Paper. There is no usage of 

adhesive or glue. But to firmly fix it I have used glue. ‘ori’ stands 

for folding, and ‘gami’ or kami (In Japanese) stands for paper. 

This stand is durable and useful to hold your pens and pencils. 

Instead of buying stands like these you can make one with just 

paper. It’s very colourful and fascinating. It has a marvelous 

diamond pattern and is easy to make. 



Pranay Dhanesha



Pranay Dhanesha



Peacocks
Shraddha Chaurasia

I am Ms Shradha Chaurasia female, 22 years old and 

suffering from Epilepsy for the past 3 years, i am studying in 

college and staying in a joint family and being treated at 

Epilepsy Foundation India, Mumbai. I love doing painting 

and have learned the art of applying Mehandi and indian

way of temporary tattoo or body painting.

this is a difficult painting as this is done on white thermocol

board and its very delicate and soft to hold drawing as well 

as paint and the decoration by beads, 

The painting shows  two peacock are sitting on tree with a 

small ganpati(lord Elephant) statue below the tree .The 

peacock in addition were decorated by different beads and 

other material to give shiny look tyo feathers. It took two 

days to do this painting with help of my sister and best part 

the bead decoration was guided  by Dr Nirmal Surya him 

self, who is over motivator and like God



Peacock Painting
Darshana Mehta

HI, I am Mrs. Darshana Mehta Female/45years old and I have 
been suffering from epilepsy since 1997 and under treatment 
at Epilepsy Foundation since 2008. I have gone through many 
ups and downs due to epilepsy including marriage, 
pregnancy and children but treatment at Epilepsy Foundation 
India has brought me back as a new person. I also won a 
battle with Covid infection in September 2020.

I am good at painting & sending my paintings. 

1. The Peacock is the National bird & during rain they are in a 
natural mood to sing, fly & I dream to be as free in life as a 
peacock with multiple colours & feathers. This Peacock I saw 
yesterday after the cyclone & thought of sharing it here.



Warli Painting
Darshana Mehta 

Warli Painting is traditional tribal art 
started  in warli village in Maharashtra, 
They paint as well as make art  on clothes, 
begs and other decorative materials,  here 
what  I have done is  drawing of Warli
Painting showing their daily life, dance, 
music carrying food in a typical villages of 
tribal area( showing treas, huts, small 
hospital, children playground etc). This 
painting is used by various artists & 
manufacturer world over.



Mehndi

Pooja Benwal

I am Pooja Benwal female 22years old female & working 
as a Receptionist at Epilepsy Foundation for the past 6 
months.

I am fond of doing Mehndi (Henna application on hand). 
The painting shows various kinds of flower with the leaf. 
The beauty is that many kinds of flowers including roses 
can be painted together. Indian women love to have the 
painting with Mehndi on various festivals as well as 
weddings. the beauty is that i can be done in few 
minutes without going to parlour or bautician



Oil painting bottles

小園井智代

The oil painting l wanted to try
l was able to experience  and finish it  
in an extracurricular  in junior  high 
school 



Purple ribbon

Darshana Mehta

HI, I am Mrs. Darshana Mehta Female/45years old and I have 
been suffering from epilepsy since 1997 and under treatment 
at Epilepsy Foundation since 2008. I have gone through many 
ups and downs due to epilepsy including marriage, pregnancy 
and children but treatment at Epilepsy Foundation India has 
brought me back as a new person. I also won a battle with 
Covid infection in September 2020.
This painting i have drawn today on theme of Epilepsy, the 
purple ribbon is the colour for epilepsy which is in center and 
in the heart of hundreds of PWE whose head can be seen in 
outermost column and this border is specially created by my 
hand drawing , i hope you all will like this image with my 
original idea



Cats

Viraj Kute

HI, I am Mr. Viraj Kute male 20 years, i was born as blue baby with congenital 
Heart  disease known as Fallot's Tetralogy, i was operated in childhood for 
major heart surgery andhas been suffering from epilepsy since childhood 
was getting repeated attacks   till i started following Nirmal Surya at Epilepsy 
Foundationfor past 10 years, now i'm almost seizure free and from three 
AED move to one only drug, i have studied graduation and will be doing 
now MBA, epilepsy has not been able to stop me from any of my activities 
and i am sending my creation for you to judge

1 Image. Cats are cute animals, cats can also be kept as pets in our home. 
They have power, natural vision or sight. Cats have small tails which have a 
mole of them while they walk. Cats are good at climbing.



Tower

Viraj Kute

2 Image. Definition: Linear perspective in which parallel along with 
the width of an object meet at two separate joints on the horizon and 
vertical lines on the object meet at a point on the per particular 
bisector of the horizon line.
Explanation: Three point perspective is used to depict objects and 
structures that are significantly high or low in the picture plane, it 
seems more complex to construct than two point perspective.
It should come as no surprise that a three point perspective uses 
three vanishing points. The third vanishing point in three point 
perspective is not placed on the horizon line as seen with two point 
and one point perspective. instead the third vanishing point placed 
under or above horizon line.



Houses

Viraj Kute

3 Image. Definition: Linear perspective in 
which parallel along with the width of an 
object are represented as meeting at two 
separate points as horizon that are 90 degree 
apart as measured from the common 
intersection of the lines of projection.
Explanation: Most commonly two point 
perspective is used for drawing building or 
interior so this line could be the cover of 
building. This line is drawn between two 
lonashing points and can cross over the 
horizon line. Receding lines are next drawn 
from each end of corner to each one of 
vanishing points.



Flowing waterfall and small waterfall

中村太一 NAKAMURA TAICHI

Finished with colored pencils.

I carefully added black frames to all the figures.



Circles, triangles and squares

I wanted to draw a rose with a square and 

a triangle. After drawing the roses, I 

wanted to draw more circles, triangles, and 

squares, and this work was finished.

I was happy that they would decorate me 

at work and the customers would definitely 

stop and look at me.

中村太一 NAKAMURA TAICHI



Colorful Garden

Hiromi Mizuguchi

Description of the work
Embroidered to collect 
colorful petals.

I don’t want a speech.



田川若菜

Ｉ ａｍ Wakana Tagawa，34years,femail，living at

Aso City，kumamoto prefecture，Kyushu

Isl．Japan．

A cheetah in four parts



田川若菜

Boxdolls big gathering



Pierrot Ⅱ

田川若菜



高野実加

I have autism and Epilepsy.

16 years old.

Sorry,I can't make a speech.



高野実加



Friends

Yihao Lai



Fishes

Panpan Liu



Lotus

Panpan Liu



Happy New Year

Hui Liu



View on the table

Miaosen Wu



Peace

Shufang Huang



River town

Liangliang Chang



Green forest

Xiaoli Qiu



Parrot

Hongyu Yao



Plum blossom

Yifan Bian



Lonely

Mengqi Wen



Dancing

Chensu Zhang



Lion and sheep

Zhuoyao Lin



Meeting

Qiao Xu


